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1)

SERVICE OVERVIEW

1.1)

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Redcentric’s 2-factor Authentication (2FA) Service offers a robust, flexible and secure way to authenticate user
connections requests to network devices. The 2FA Service can be deployed on both Customer managed and
Redcentric managed network devices. The 2FA Service offers a far more secure and scalable alternative to static
passwords.

1.2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BENEFITS
More secure than static or rotating passwords
Low per-token, per month charge
Highly scalable
Choice of hardware or software tokens
Highly resilient authentication platform
Fast, easy provisioning
Easy to use administration portal
Integrates with other Redcentric services
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2)

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

2.1)

MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION

Static passwords are notoriously vulnerable to sustained guess attempts, and it is generally accepted that multiple
factor authentication provides a significantly more secure authentication mechanism. With the Redcentric 2FA
Service, authentication is based on something the user knows and something the user has. When prompted for
authentication, the user inputs a pin-code they have memorised, i.e. something they know, plus the output from a
‘token’, something they have. The output of the token changes each time it is used making repeated guesses
virtually pointless.

2.2)

AUTHENTICATION OF NETWORK DEVICES

Redcentric’s 2FA Service is designed to provide robust authentication for network devices. Customers can configure
their own network devices to off-load authentication requests to the Redcentric authentication platform.
Alternatively Customers subscribing to Redcentric’s Managed Firewall Service can enhance security of access
attempts by subscribing to the optional 2FA Service. The 2FA Service makes use of the Remote Authentication Dialin User Service (RADIUS) protocol for communication between network devices and the authentication platform.
One common use of the 2FA Service is to provide strong authentication of remote users wishing to connect to the
corporate firewall using IP-sec or similar security tunnel protocols. Subject to appropriate design, it may be possible
to use the 2FA Service for other applications.

2.3)

ASSOCIATED AND COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES

For Customers that do not have the in-house skills or the inclination to design and manage firewall devices,
Redcentric offers a Managed Firewall Service. Please see the Managed Firewall Service Definition for details.
Customers with large, changing or complex requirements to support remote workforces can subscribe to
Redcentric’s Secure Remote Access Service (SRAS). SRAS delivers all of the required components (central tunnel
termination, central Internet access bandwidth, client software and 2FA) to provide an ‘all-in-one’ remote access
solution.
Furthermore, Redcentric provides a similar Remote Access Service which has been approved by Information
Governance Statement of Compliance (IGSOC) for Healthcare professionals to access healthcare data on the N3
network; this is called N3-SRAS.

2.4)

TOKEN TYPES

Redcentric offers both hardware and Software tokens.
The hardware token is a robust device, having a steel outer shell. Its low weight and size make it ideal for use on a
key-ring or similar.
Software tokens can be deployed on both traditional PC’s, laptops etc. and also on smart-devices. Software tokens
reduce the cost of ownership as they are easier to deploy and less likely to be lost.
Redcentric supports software tokens on the following Operating System platforms:
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Smart phone tokens
•
•
•

Iphone iOS 4.1+
Blackberry
Android 2.2

Software Tokens - Windows PCs (32/64 bit)
•
•
•
•
•

2.5)

XP
Vista
Windows 7
2003 Server Family
2008 Server Family

CUSTOMER DEPENDENCIES

The Customer is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

2.6)

Adding user’s details to the platform and allocating each user a token licence
Triggering software token allocation for each user or physical allocation of hardware tokens to users
Undertaking user support and administration using the administration portal (e.g. user password re-set)
Returning faulty hardware tokens to Redcentric (in batches)
The centralised authentication platform is accessed via the Internet so appropriately configured Internet
access needs to be available at network devices that defer authentication requests to the platform.

REDCENTRIC RESPONSIBILITIES

As part of the 2FA Service, Redcentric performs the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•

2.7)

Configure Customer environment on the platform
Load token licenses onto the platform
Despatch hardware tokens to a single Customer location, usually in a single shipment
Configure the platform to accept authentication requests from specific network devices
Maintain the resilient centralised authentication platform

ORDERING & SERVICE SET-UP

Under normal circumstances, initial and additional tokens would take no more than 15 working days to commission
on the platform.

2.8)

REPLACEMENT FOBS

Redcentric will replace faulty hardware tokens at no charge during the term of the contract.
Hardware tokens can be purchased to replace those that are lost or damaged.
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For large deployments, Redcentric will usually supply a small number of hardware tokens at the start of the contract
that can be used as advance replacement for faulty tokens. When this stock is almost depleted, the Customer must
return the faulty tokens, and Redcentric will replenish the stock.
Customers with a large estate of hardware tokens are advised to order ‘spares’ as part of the initial order for use as
replacements for lost or damaged tokens.
Software tokens cannot be lost, damaged or become faulty; they can be re-issued, as required, via the
administration portal.

2.9)

ADMINISTRATION PORTAL

As part of the 2FA Service, Redcentric provides access to an administration portal. The Customer’s help desk staff
use the portal to provide support to end users according to the Customer’s internal service levels for straightforward tasks, e.g. soft token re-issue and user password re-sets.
One 2FA token/licence is required for each of the Customer’s administrators. To enforce security, administrators are
required to use the 2FA system to log on to the administration portal.

2.10) LDAP AGENT
A Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) synchronization agent is available for Customers to deploy in their
environment. Once installed, the LDAP synchronization agent monitors LDAP groups for membership changes and
updates user information on the authentication platform to reflect these changes. The agent reads only basic
information from the directory and communication from the agent to the authentication platform uses strong
encryption. Specific details of the LDAP agent, including the directories that can be supported is available on
request.

2.11) MONITORING
Redcentric periodically sends an authentication request from a remote device to the platform to ensure that the
platform is operating correctly and returning authentication responses. Response time-out or authentication failure
automatically triggers the creation of a fault ticket, and the issue is subsequently investigated by a Redcentric
engineer.

2.12) SUPPORT
Redcentric staff support the platform, the administration portal and provide system wide support to the Customer’s
help desk staff. Redcentric does not offer support to individual end users.

2.13) DOCUMENTATION & TRAINING
Redcentric will provide a user guide and an administrator’s guide. In addition, Redcentric will provide telephone
support as the Customer adds the first few users to the system via the administration portal.
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2.14) REPORTING
An extensive selection of reports can be accessed from the administration portal including, for example,
authentication history, token counts & inactive users.

2.15) HARDWARE OWNERSHIP
Redcentric remains the owner of hardware tokens until the 2FA Service terminates, when ownership of hardware
tokens is transferred to the Customer. The Customer is required to dispose of hardware tokens (in an ecologically
sensitive way) or return them to Redcentric in a single batch for disposal when the 2FA Service terminates.
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3)

IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCEPTANCE

3.1)

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The following are the Acceptance Criteria applicable to the 2FA Service:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of hardware tokens to Customer
User guide supplied to Customer
Administrator guide supplied to Customer
One Customer administrator account set-up on administration portal
Customer administrator can access portal and confirms licences are in the resource pool
Token allocation and user set-up for at least one end user – with support from Redcentric if required
Test to confirm that 2FA Service authenticates the network device(s)
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4)

SERVICE LEVELS AND SERVICE CREDITS

4.1)

SERVICE LEVELS

The Service Level applicable to the 2FA Service is as follows:
Service Level: Availability
Measurement Period: Month
Service Level

4.2)

Not less than 99.99%

FLOOR SERVICE LEVEL

The Floor Service Level applicable to the 2FA Service in respect of Availability shall be 85% in any given Month.

4.3)

SERVICE CREDITS

The Service Credits applicable to the 2FA Service shall be calculated as follows:
In the following table:
“≥” means “greater than or equal to”
“<” means “less than”
“MS” means the total Charges payable in respect of the 2FA Service for the same Month
Service Availability

Service Credit

≥99.99%

none

≥99.0% but <99.99%

5% of MS

≥97.0% but <99.0%

15% of MS

<97.0%

20% of MS
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